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Bio-Circle’s kinder cleaner
Unlike conventional parts washers that use smelly and potentially
harmful solvents, the Bio-Circle Mini uses an eco-friendly phadjusted liquid which contains natural micro-organisms that
dissolve oil, grease, cutting coolants and anti-corrosion products.
Featuring a triple filter system including a magnet for
removing coarse, fine and iron particles, the unit has an easily
replaced control box containing the pump and heating element
that maintains the liquid at the required operating temperature
of 41 degrees C.
The Mini has a work surface of 610 x 500 mm, payload of 90 kg
and a filling capacity of 80 litres. Mounted on castors and
with a dry weight of just 40 kg, it’s easily transportable
and plugs into a standard 240 volt power socket. The
product is distributed by Karmot Pty Ltd which can be
contacted on 02 9622 7388.

E-Max extends
durability

Beautiful weather, big crowds and a new
build from O’Phee ... we certainly knew
we were in ‘Banana Bender’ country! The
Queenslander is the latest trailer innovation
from O’Phee, one of two new products on
display for the first time at Brisbane.

The Dura-Seal DryBox eliminates multiple
splicing in harnesses and provides an
easily accessible point for electrical
trouble shooting and for wiring aftermarket
accessories without compromising
the integrity of the original equipment
electrical harness.

The maroon painted flat top is triple
roadtrain rated, dangerous goods and mine
approved, and set up as a standard build
to keep the price down – just what the
customers want, as it turns out.

Its base is a sealed, dangerous goods
approved junction box that’s designed for
power distribution at the rear bumper area
of trucks and trailers. With a single cable
tie mount and single point power input
through a 250 series Delphi seven pole
connector, the device is said to have an
installation time of around 60 seconds.
Each circuit can carry 7.5 amps at 85
degrees C, allowing most common electrical
accessories such as reverse lamps, beepers
and work lamps to be fitted. The product
comes with a 10 year limited warranty.

Alemlube auto lube
Established in 1970, Alemlube is one of
Australia’s leading suppliers of automatic
lubrication equipment. The company
displayed its Beka-Max #2 auto lube
system that uses NLGI #2 grease which
is recommended for chassis lubrication by
virtually every manufacturer of vehicles
and machinery.
The Beka-Max pump, distribution valves,
hoses and fittings are designed for a
maximum operating pressure of 280 bar
(4200 psi) which exceeds the pressure
capabilities of most traditional lubrication
devices. Back pressure in excess of 280
bar caused by a tight grease point is
indicated visually at the pump.
The pump itself features a high precision
spool design ensuring precise delivery
volumes and with no seals, springs or
balls to wear out.

Goodyear’s traction king
Extended mileage and enhanced traction are the claims made by
Goodyear for its second generation Omnitrac steer and drive tyres.
The MSS II steer tyre has a ribbed tread pattern that’s said
to reduce road noise and rolling resistance compared to its
predecessor. Likewise, the MSD II drive tyre features a wide tread
for greater mileage and superior self cleaning ability. In fact
Goodyear claims the new design has 17 percent greater mileage
potential than the previous product.
With tread depths of 20 mm and 17 mm respectively, the MSD II
and MSS II will be sold in sizes of 295/80R22.5 and 315/80R22.5,
while the MSS II will be also available in 385/65R22.5 format.
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Cane toads,
bananas and
O’Phee Trailers

“Like a lot of people we were slammed by
the floods and it’s been a lot of hard work
for everyone at the company to get back
on track, not just in time for the show
but the business in general,” company
co-owner Sharon O’Phee said. “But we’re
Queenslanders and true to form we’re back
as strong as ever.”
Proof that this wasn’t empty posturing,
a partnership with French crane
manufacturer Boxloader has given rise to
O’Phee entering the container side loader
market by marrying Boxloader’s crane
system with an O’Phee chassis.
Interestingly, the partnership came about
following a fortuitous meeting between
representatives of the two companies in
2010, right about the time O’Phee was
contemplating how best to kick off in the
side loader game.
Powered by a Perkins engine that’s
fully compliant with relevant emissions
regulations, features include a 35 tonne
lifting capacity, CAN-bus electrical
technology incorporating safety interlocks
to prevent overloading, and inboard
mounting of the lifting chains to avoid
damage to the arms and cylinders.

